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Golden Arrows: Leveraging Strategic Leadership Potential of Special Operations Leaders
The past 25 years have been commonly characterized as some of the most dynamic times modern civilization has experienced. The development of low cost, high technology that allows near instantaneous world-wide communications has given rise to unprecedented global awareness and economic growth. This awareness has altered the nature of conflict from one of nation-states and boundaries to that of ideology, ethnic tensions, polarizing dogmas, and shifting alliances. 1 Indeed, the tradition of military warfare between nation states as seen in the World Wars, the Korean War and the Cold War has become atypical. In its place localized intrastate and transnational conflict 2 increasingly dominates the current condition and this trend is expected to accelerate.
These conflicts have been marked by non-traditionally mobilized combatants engaged in a host of irregular warfare operations, including guerilla warfare, social revolution and physical and virtual subversion and sabotage.
Protecting U.S. national security interests demands strategic leaders of our Joint
Force who unmistakably realize the unique perspectives and interests of our interagency and international partners. 3 This paper reflects the forecasts of the Joint Operating Environment (JOE) 2010 4 and the Joint Force 2020 that are founded on a national security strategy that calls for a recalibration of capabilities to protect U.S.
national interests in persistent regional conflicts characterized by unstable governments, social unrest and perceived inequalities. 5 The strategic leaders of our Joint Force must possess a broad range of intellectual perspectives, military experiences and developmental opportunities that best prepare them to understand and interact internationally in this multi-disciplinary concept of global security outside the U.S.
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The national security strategy of the U.S. recognizes the threat of irregular and hybrid forms of conflict and how they have eclipsed the likelihood of conventional nation state confrontations and socio-cultural conflicts. 6 15 The competencies and attributes identified by these three strategic leaders seem to indicate that the current development process must change in order to develop a strategic leader capable of excelling in this constantly evolving, culturally interdependent environment.
There exists a largely untapped talent pool of leaders who are institutionally developed in the foundation education and learning experiences necessary to operate in and influence the complex and ambiguous environment that the National Defense strategy characterizes as long-term irregular challenges. 16 This community is famed for agility and innovation 17 and is founded upon a historic requirement to adopt culturally cognizant methods to counter irregular adversaries. The Army's education model for senior leader development is composed of four elements: formal education, on-the-job training, self-development and mentoring. 38 The importance and prioritization of these four components changes over the officer's career. According to a survey of General Officers, 39 on-the-job training is the most valued learning experience in an officer's career. Early in an officer's career formal 8 education and training opportunities are highly valued with mentorship and selfdevelopment gaining importance as they increase in rank. As the officer matures and their responsibility increase, they increasingly recognize the importance of selfawareness, mentor-protégé relationships and self development. 40 Seminars and short term forums replace the classrooms associated with formal education. 41 What is missing is comprehensive cultural education and language. This omission limits the potential for success in coalition warfare at the operational and strategic level.
The Army's first significant assessment of an officer's potential to perform as strategic leaders occurs following the successfully completion of Brigade Command in
Centralized Selection List (CSL) command and key billet positions at the Colonel level. 42 This select group of officers comprises the talent pool from which the Army's strategic leaders are eventually drawn. The practice of limiting opportunity for command of select Brigades further refines the human capital to a portion of the line officer population.
Therefore, only those officers whose military branch is the infantry, artillery and armor have a reasonable statistical probability to become the strategic leaders for the Army.
The promotion board for Brigadier Generals (and Major Generals) is unlike any previous one. 43 Once an officer joins the General Officer ranks by becoming a Brigadier, he theoretically leaves behind his previous specialty branch and becomes a generalist. 45 The new Brigadier General transcends his previous specialty and becomes a senior leader and steward of the Army profession. A premier developmental assignment for a Brigadier is to serve as an Assistant Division Commander. 46 There the Brigadier
General is given the opportunity to observe and be observed by senior General Officers while developing the crucial protégé-mentor relationships necessary for continued development.
The means for developing General Officers includes mentoring, short duration training programs, 47 education opportunities and job rotation. Job rotation is the most important developmental tool for Brigadier Generals and Major Generals. Army
Brigadiers serve on average 16.5 months in each job and on average serve in 2.1 jobs before advancing or retiring. 48 Major Generals serve a little longer in each job but have fewer developmental opportunities in grade. This practice serves to quickly broaden the perspective of General Officers. It also provides 2-3 opportunities for further assessment of potential to serve as strategic leaders.
Those officers who continue to demonstrate increased potential are promoted and moved on to "developing" 49 positions with increasing levels of complexity and ambiguity. Others are retained in positions or moved to different types of jobs that involve special administrative, managerial or technical skills. 50 These jobs are accurately described as "using" jobs. 51 Using jobs are performed by officers who have perhaps reached their potential for promotion but remain significant contributors. Each rank has developing and using jobs. Instead, Rumsfeld recalled General Schoomaker, from retiree status to active duty and to serve as the CSA because he was looking for a strategic leader with a reputation for innovation and intellectual agility to lead and guide the Army. operations. 65 The technical, conceptual and cultural competencies of SOF senior 16 leaders represent a unique combination of strategic leadership competencies and potential for contributing to strategic success demands consideration.
SOF Leader Attributes
One of the most unique characteristics of Army Special Operations Forces is the way they are selected to become the adaptive, warrior-diplomats required to fulfill irregular and unconventional missions around the world. Specifically, would be Special
Operators from the conventional Army are tested and assessed for their mental perseverance, interpersonal influence skills and individual responsibility in ambiguous conditions. 66 The result is a select community of Soldiers whose adaptability, maturity and influence skills allow them to be extraordinarily successful in uncertain and constantly changing conditions. 67 The similarities between this elite community and the To reinforce the point that senior leader emphasis and development matters, the U.S. Navy (USN) has recognized the attributes of Navy SEAL flag officers and aggressively developed and promoted them. In part, this recognition is derived from the fact that U.S. Navy Special Warfare Admirals have commanded USSOCOM for the past six years, thus allowing direct interaction with the USN senior strategic leader, the Chief of Naval Operations. This process has been extremely effective senior level development as evidenced how this resulted in the selection of two 4 star admirals and four 3 star Admirals serving broadly in strategic leadership roles in Washington and the GCCs. 76 The fact that we find this many strategic leaders being selected from a population of less than 6,000 total SEAL operators reflects the value the US Navy places upon the attributes, experiences and competencies of special operations senior leaders.
Recommendations
There was a time when organizational isolation was perceived as an persistently conducted extraordinarily successful foreign internal defense activities in every geographic region of the world. SOF achieved mission success in these far reaching and strategically important regions by co-opting and collaborating with stakeholders in the inter-agency, the country teams and host nation security forces to conduct a broad range of security assistance campaigns. 77 
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A deliberate alignment of identification, education and development practices of future senior Army SOF strategic leaders with their conventional Army counterparts is essential in the optimal pursuit of national security objectives and interests. The foundation for this alignment can be summed up in one word; opportunity. The value of this opportunity is that the collective competency of our senior leaders for service at that strategic leadership levels will be enhanced as a result of greater professional diversity. Endnotes
